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simply the better solution

Dear Sir or Madam,
 
Whether customer stoppers, roll-ups or window or floor graphics: Discover our diverse
assortment of materials for customer communication – because in the current times
it is vitally important to get the message across.
 
With the relentless spread of Covid-19 the past few weeks have forced us all to adapt
to new situations in our lives. Tentative measures are now being introduced to lift
lockdown in many countries. Yet strict safety and hygiene regulations are set to
shape society for some time to come, especially in public life.
 
Let us show you how you can use Sihl products to communicate information such as
social distancing. There’s no better opportunity to use Sihl products to protect your
staff and customers. 
 
We aim to offer you the best possible service, even during this difficult time. Our
Customer Service and Sales team are available to help our customers as usual.
 
Best wishes from Düren, Bern and Fiskeville
 
Aline Jansen
Marketing & Communication
 

Rubrikbalken
customer stoppers

SYNTISOL PP FILM 170
“Please keep your distance!” is one of the most important messages you need to share
with your customers right now. The universal, satin display film SyntiSOL PP Film 170
(3629) from Sihl will help you doing so. Printable with solvent, latex and UV inks, this
splashproof film is resistant to both tears and scratches – making it not only suitable for
indoor application but also ideal for use outdoors for short to mid-term periods.
 

for more information, click here

 

Rubrikbalken
Rollup

ROLLUP DISPLAYS
Even though public life is slowly beginning again, both customers and staff still need to
follow important rules. Communicate these rules on easy to handle roll-ups positioned in
prominent places around the point-of-sale. Sihl provide five different roll-up films,
distinguished through resistance to tearing, excellent flatness and high opacity. Some of
them are also suitable for outdoor use.
 

for more information, click here

 

Rubrikbalken
Non-slip markings

SELF-ADHESIVE FILMS
Self-adhesive films from Sihl are the perfect choice for floor graphics, for example as
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distance markings for protection against infection. For short-term solutions, SyntiSOL
SA PP Prime 170 EasyTack (3529) is the best choice. The PVC-free polypropylene
film with EasyTack adhesive can be stuck, bubble-free to smooth surfaces without
leaving any residue after removal.
If the application calls for a more sturdy and resistant material, the permanently
adhesive vinyl films SA Vinyl Plus 110 P-CA FR AQ (3585) and SA Vinyl Plus 110
P-CA FR AQ (3635) are best.
Please note that use of these Sihl media for floor graphic application always requires an
appropriate laminate with non-slip properties.
 
 

Rubrikbalken
shop windows

SYNTISOL SA PP PRIME 170 EASYTACK
Whether greeting your customers or meeting strict hygiene regulations, SyntiSOL SA
PP Prime 170 EasyTack (3529) lets you deliver your message directly on your shop
window. The self-adhesive polypropylene film is environmentally friendly, with an
EasyTack adhesive and paper-like look and feel. Additionally, it can be applied easily on
smooth surfaces and then removed again without leaving any residues.
 

Rubrikbalken
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Contact person:
Aline Jansen | Marketing & Communication
 
To see all images and graphics immediately please add the sender address to your
address book.
 
© Sihl GmbH. All rights are reserved.
 
Data Protection Policy | Privacy Policy
 
If you no longer agree to personal tracking being used, you can revoke your consent
here. If you agree that personal tracking can be used, please activate it here.
 
You have received this newsletter as we would like to keep in touch with you either as
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customer, cooperation partner or potential customer. Should you wish to be excluded
from our mailing list you can unsubscribe using the following link Hier abmelden 
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